Paulett Angella Hemmings Hi Chreator

PUBLIC DOCUMENT
FROM: Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH
July 6, 2017
SUBJECT: ARTICLE #12B Transportation Security Administration (TSA) & Others
TO: Governor Andrew M. Cuomo Office
New York State Executive Chamber
State Capitol, Albany, NY 12224
Dear Governor Cuomo Office, Greetings to you;
I AM Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS AND THE ONLY
CHREATOR OVER ALL CHREATIONS. I AM THE CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE,
DEATH, AND ANYTHING INBETWEEN. NO PERSON OR THING IS HIGHER THAN I AM. MY
LAST NAME IS EVERY LAST NAME IN THIS EARTH AND ALL MY CHREATIONS.
All Articles are COMMANDS from ME (I AM). My words or my speech are my ORDERS, UNLESS I
SAY IT IS A COMMAND. Every and all Directions, Guidance, Plans, Rules, Orders, Commands,
Comrandas, Decrees, Decrymiumms and higher can never be disobeyed. If you do, you have serious
penalties including charges and sentences on you.
Colleges and Unicolleges
In all Colleges and Unicolleges there will be changes in the students who attends some classes:
For now, beginning January 2018, these are the changes:
• Ban/man can only do Engineering studies up to a Bachelor’s Degree
• Women can do Engineering up to a Paulett Hemmings Degree (PHd)
• Only 10 percent Ban/man can only do Medicine up to their first MD status. They cannot go
higher to be a Surgeon
• 90 percent of women are physicians or doctors and can go higher up to a Paulett Hemmings
Degree (PHd)
• Only 10 percent Ban/man can do Nursing up to level three (3)
• 90 percent of women do nursing up to a PHd Degree.
• Only 10 percent of Ban/man can do Computer Information System, Information Technology up to
a Bachelor’s Degree
• 90 percent of Angie/Woman can do Computer Information System, Information Technology and
Management up to a PHd Degree
• 10 percent of Ban/man to do animal vetnary
• 90 percent of Angie/Women to do animal vetnary and up to a PHd status.
• Studies into Biology, Chemistry, Physics, natural science, Genealogy are limited to a Ban/man
Bachelor’s degree
• 10 percent of Ban/man can become airplane Pilots for commercial passenger and cargo
• 90 percent of Angie/Woman can do airplane pilot for commercial passenger and cargo
• 10 percent of Ban/man can become air traffic controllers
• 90 percent of Angie/woman can become air traffic controllers and advance to the highest levels in
their career
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Fire Engine/fire Department
No fire Engine or fire Department in any state, county, country, municipal, town, city or others can be
political in any level and elevation of this Earth or these Earths.
The US Department of Homeland Security (DHS) should never be in charge of Immigration,
Citizenship, Visa, or have anything to do with Lives.
The British came into the Earth and stole my BRITT PAH State. That State was the record keeper of all
the Lives and their migration from State to State. The British used this information to take away my
children’s homes, commerce, organizations, firms, steal their Lots and Plots and to take away the many
States all around this Earth for thousands of years. The British controlled the Earth at one time because of
this stolen property and information. Now, in this age, the Department of Homeland Security is the copy
of the British, and they are using the same tactics until it becomes more evident. This is a humungous
warning. I have been telling all the States that the DHS are illegal and must get out of the Earth and no
one is listening. The DHS know where every naturalized citizen is in this country and when they return to
their original state of residence. They use the immigration information to target the family and the
citizen. The DHS is from the Heaven, they are spirits dressed in plastics, they appear and disappear
without you noticing.
The Department of Homeland Security is the Interlope original wicked devels and Barak Obama
generations. Their sister is the Pentilope and Donald Trump generations. DHS has taken over adoption
of children from foreign countries (nbc.adoptions@uscis.dhs.gov). This is an estremely bad thing. The
devels are the ones who abduct children, they use children for sex, they abuse children, they adopt
children for plastic and rubber parents, they malnourish children, they kill children for fun, they use many
illegal species (animals) and mix with the Earth genes, they make children in labs in the space areas,
hospitals, and has various labs that are illegal.
Homeland Security has also taken over the management and tracing of Genealogy. This is another bad
thing. They are the ones who use the Earth genes and mix with other species. When the Earth was found
and opened, many of the Lives in this Earth was a mixture of animals, insects, and plants that was a
kaleidoscope of experiments that occurred while they stole the Earth before it was completely finished.
These devels have an interest in experiments, and giving them control of Earth Genes is disasterous
(Genealogy.USCIS@uscis.dhs.gov). If you can remember that we have seen pictures of men and women
with faces that looks like monkeys. That is one of the result of these devels experiments and mixing
Earth genealogy and animal species together.
The Department of Homeland Security is in charge of Women issues, refugee, asylum, children problems,
female genital mutilation, humanitarian concerns, child trafficking, and more. They are the ones who do
these bad things, and they are untraceable and unseen. The devels are the ones who instigate spousal
abuse. They are the ones who tear down the husband, zone the him out, and then use plastic effigy to beat
up the woman, cut out her genitals, and then say it is the husband, as it is difficult to see who does these
things without having the interconnection computer. Having the devels in charge of humanitarian,
refugee, asylum, child issues, and child trafficking when it is they who do these bad things is nonsensical. They use the silver man that no one can see in day or night, and they commit these crimes and
no one can see them (https://www.uscis.gov/humanitarian). All these problems are the result of lack,
starvation, lack of education, drought, and no money. I AM the provider and chreator of Life. I provided
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for my children, and these government insects refuse and put obstacles so they cannot get what I say they
are to get. They refuse to get out of my Earth, and they are in the newsroom putting out statements and
information as if they are in charge. I have laid the foundation, so:
Through the Harmony Associates, just plain Harmony or the Fire Departments:
• The Police must be shut down
• The Military must be shut down
• The national Guards, uniform forces, and Law enforcement must be shut down
• The TVs Must be shut down
• Announce on the Radios and the TV the telephone numbers and website to send in videos so we
know what is happening
• Everyone stories must be told on TV, radio, cable, internet, intranet
• Residents international and national call in and tell their stories
• Everyone go to the banks for your frank machine or mint machine
• If the banks do not give you your money machine, they must give you $100,000.00 every time you
go to them and they do not have it to give to you
• Everyone go to the banks for your credit card with $12,000.00 or pound free money
• If the banks cannot give you your mint machine or $100,000.00 every time you go there, then they
must shut down, as there is no reason for them to esist
Miscellaneous
1. The word TRUCE means WAR
2. The newspapers and TV stations, Radio Stations, etc. stop carrying real true news a long time ago.
All they carry and report are related to the devels who are in Politics. The news especially the TV
are the devels. Some of them are responsible for killing and torturing and terroring my children.
When they report news connecting to these wicked things, the ones who report them, are the ones
who are involved in carrying out the wickednesses, as they already know who and what to be
done, and they have their information all ready for the reporting.
3. Since about 1989, the devels has been working on my teeth to destroy them. The devels destroyed
one of my chewing teeth on the side toward the back and about 1995, I removed the tooth and put
in a bridge. The devel broke that Bridge and I replaced it in 2012. In 2013, the devel broke that
tooth and another one next to it, I replaced them in 2013. The devels broke those tooth again and I
replaced them in 2017.
4. The devels has been going into my mouth, and I saw them, and they have very tiny microscoptic
men with various tools chipping off my teeth. I saw them at different times since 2014. They
came into my mouth a few months I believe in July 2017 and chipped off my side tooth. They
also chipped off my front tooth on the bottom at another time since about July to August 2017.
Home Mapping/Copying
The devels use the vector to open our homes without our knowledge to see what is in our home and then
they map it elsewhere. They get a house made up in the same manner and with the same thing in plastics.
They cut us out of ourselves, then they reduce our body or copy us, then they make up the effigies that
look like us. They put the reduced inner self inside a bag or a suit and connect the effigy to the reduced
inner self genetics that is usually placed in the leg or center of the body. The devels then have control of
this plastic make up of us, and they use them in targeted robberies, killings, abductions, and destructions.
These devels already know where we are living and our schedule. They then go to our homes, remove us
in handcuff, and put us in prison, for things that we have never done. They speak through our mouth and
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our minds, and they say the things that we do think or say. They speak through our mouth to get us
convicted, put in prison, a place, where the devels can terror us all our lives.
Judges
It is important for you to know that most of the Judges are Plastics or Rubber and they are federals. The
highest courts have majority of Plastics, next is the State Courts, and the local courts also have them as
well. The supreme court Justices are Plastics. Many of these judges have never done a law course. They
rely on others to do their writing and they have many inside of them who do the reading and speech work.
I have asked some of the attorneys where they get the degree certificates. They said those who give them
the job provide the degrees, and they just put them up and pretend they are legitimate. Many of them also
do scientific work, movie acting, investigation and a variety of unrelated work and they have many copies
of themselves.
Courts
There is very limited use for courts: only for contract purposes and that is already outlined in the Articles.
There is not much work for the court to do as there is no criminals in their Earth only the judges, the
federal governments, State leeders, City Leeders and other municipal leeders are criminals. Many of
them sit on the benches when they are representing a case otherwise they are out there doing
“WICKITNISS”. Their wickednesses that they are other there doing brings in new prisoners. So, they
time the events on when to do wickednesses and how to handle the cases from the bottom until they reach
the top for them to decide and for a verdict to be passed. They work with Homeland Security in doing
many child pornography and putting pornography on a person’s computer and then arrest the person for
something that the government did. The devels take over the persons mind and body, then they put
themselves in their body and tear them down. Then they speak garbage from their mouths, so they appear
mad or in contempt of court. Then they take away the person’s job and property, and the person ends up
losing all their belongings and their life is left behind.
The Judges are also involved in actually trafficking the children from areas they caused to have lack and
called it “child trafficking”. They also work with others they quarantined and refuse to let them out of
confinement, and used many to prepare counter band drug for trafficking wherever they want and
whenever they want.
Police
What I have noticed is that there is no work for the police stations or for the police to do. The police
supports the plastics, rubber, tremoline leeders and the police works for the devels. Therefore, they come
up with illegal procedures. The police stand on the side of the road trying to catch speeding vehicles. For
the vehicles to speed, the devels gets inside your vehicles and steps on the speedometer to expedite your
car beyond the normal speed. When they are doing these wicked things, your mind is not registering until
you see the police. The devels creates events connecting to you that will either delay you or will cause an
emergency that needs your attention. You get caught up in trying to solve the problem, and they make
sure that you should get a ticket, so they get in your vehicle and overpower your mind and the vehicle.
Most accidents are planned, and the insect devels use their fingers to bring the vehicles together to create
a crash accident. The finger they use is just like using a phone camera and then using your fingers to
expand or to reduce. They use their fingers and time cut to draw the vehicles together and create an
accident. Creating accidents give the police work to do and give the courts and the attorneys work to do.
If you notice, immediately after an accident, many letters from various attorneys come to your mail boxes
soliciting their expert services with a cost/charge to take on your case to get you free from the court
system.
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The Miami International Airport TSA is connected to the Police, and the police are connected to the
University of Miami Airport division who are conducting experiments on genealogy and other
wickednesses. The police prisons are connected to the attorneys and the Courts, and the courts connected
to the State of Florida, which does no esist as the plot called Florida is cut away and destroyed. As you
can see the police and TSA generate work for the others and so my children and me experience terror and
horror all across this Earth, because of the governments from the bottom to the top.

Attorneys & Others
Attorneys and others do not use Federal Readers or any type of Readers to help you read and understand
my documents. You will not get any knowledge or understanding, if they help you to read or to
understand.
Fox, Time Warner
Since about the middle of this year, Entertainment Fox and many others used many high beams, vectors,
zoners, scanners and many high-powered equipment to tear open the Earth as they wanted to get out.
They stretched the earth like a plastic balloon being blown up. Many deaths occurred as they destroyed
each other in the process. Fox is string or cable wires covered over by jacket and pants. Fox TV and
Entertainment is dead since about June outside the Earth. There is no return of him to the Earth, or to the
creations. He is dead, dead, dead, dead.
Time Warner was also involved in one of these tearing and bursting out of the Earth. All the TV stations
have many satellite equipments that they zoned in to find anyone anywhere. They have many control on
the satellite and they use it to control any person how they want them to act, to speak, or to behave and
they can use it to cut up, destroy, kill, abduct, choke anyone and much more wickednesses. I saw a very
humongous looking person with a very flounced dress, then when I looked at it closely, I realize it was
one of the satellite they turned inside out and put a head on it and it appeared like a dress. It has so much
power it could more than move a mountain. All these TV, Movie and other devels they all walk in the air
like they are walking on the ground, and they can walk on your head and you do not know. Time Warner
is dead since about June and he is not in the Earth anymore. There is no return of him to the Earth, or to
the creations. TIME WARNER IS DEAD, DEAD, DEAD, DEAD.
Universal Entertainment, 21st Century Fox Entertainment, Warner Brothers, Spectrum TV and
Communication, Frontier Communications, Frontier Inc., and the other entertainment and
communications all over this Earth are all dead and never to return to this Earth, these Earths, creations, in
no form and no presence or existence. They are dead, dead, dead, dead.
On Bay News Nine, Bright house TV that Donald Trump is using to showcase his administration and
renamed Spectrum, there is a woman whose name is Rachael Davis. Who is she? and is she plastic or
what? Is that Ivanka Trump alter Ego? She was a newscaster from January to maybe now, so I want to
know who is using my TV stations and what is she doing there? Bright house TV is now Paulett Bright
House TV Network, now. This TV and communications networking stations must be taken over with
Harmony Associates or just plain Harmony:
Fox & Warner Cable or Strings
Time Warner, Fox, Universal Entertainments and other communications stole power and authoriteee, so
they can be freee to get inside and outside the Earth whenever they want it to beee. They tear down the
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chreations, they use extranamous power and strength to tear down the Earths so they can be above the
Earth and they can see the dirt. When they tear down the Earth, they use the power to twist and turn the
top of the earth, and it expand until it blows and burst, and they truly get hurt. They are blown to bits,
dismantled, and dischevelled, and they said, we are sooo, but we do not want to gooo plaastics, as
electricity, heat and plaastic do not work. So, we rather be cable and strings instead of plastics and other
things. So, me no want no plaaaastic.

Federal Weenies
Federal, Republics, Republicans and others, you are all teeny, tiny, wheeney peeney (penis).
You want everybodee to know you have eee (it). So me a tell them bout youuu and
What you have to dooo – so you feel and look like everybodeee.
You only have a little nookie, so you have to extend eee (it), and
Add a lot of branch to eee (it) so you can do what you have to dooo
Over time you add the cockeee, so it can direct your mind
Cause your peeney is tooo wheeeney, and thee cockeee has a lot of
Power every hour, and you can work with that power, so you steel
The cockee and add more rejuvenation to eee (it), so you can
stimulate between the hour so you have more lasting power in
between the hour.
GET OUT OF MY EARTH DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY & GET AWAY FROM MY
CHILDREN
All my Articles must be distributed to my children, to the various states/counties/countries,
businesses/commerce, municipals, schools, banks, colleges, libraries, gazettes, UN, morgues, hospitals,
nursing homes, churches, mosques, temples, embassies, consulates, missions, TVs, radios, newspapers,
internet sources, etc. New York State Governor’s Office employees are to distribute the Articles and
Decrys so all the public can get them.
All my Articles must be put in the National Gazettes, State Gazettes, City Gazettes, Town Gazettes,
Municipal gazettes. The website is www.naturalearthforall.com. There is also a
www.facebook.com/naturalearthforall site with other information. They must also be put in the National
Registry, Register, National Archives, Records Management, Registrar Generals.
Yours Truly,

Dr. Paulett Angella Hemmings EARTH, PhD.
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF THESE EARTHS
HIGHEST CHREATOR OF LIFE AND OVER ALL LIFE, ESISTENCE, DEATH, AND ANYTHING
IN BETWEEN
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER GOODNESS (HIGOG)
HIGHEST OH MY GOODNESS
HIGHEST MY RIGHTEOUSNESS
HIGHEST GOLDEN APPLE
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HIGHEST MY LOVE
HIGHEST CRUM CRUM
HIGHEST KREME OF THE KREM
HIGHEST PHD/PAHD GOG
HIGHEST CHREATOR OVER KUM KAN
HIGHEST PEPPER PAULETT ANGELLA HEMMINGS (PPAH)
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MCLAREN SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MONTEGONIAS SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN MT. ZION SENATE
HIGHEST GOLDEN OVER THE GOLDEN NEW YORK SENATE
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